Application and Admission Requirements

The candidates who have one of the following features can apply to Mustafa Kemal University to be an international student:

a) Foreign nationals or

b) Those holding Turkish citizenship by birth and renounced their Turkish citizenship, and their children under 18 who are listed in the renouncement document but documenting their certification for rights (mentioned in the Turkish Citizenship Law, no 5203) or

c) Those while foreign nationals by birth and have gained the citizenship of The Republic of Turkey/ those who hold dual-citizenship or

d) Those who hold the citizenship of The Republic of Turkey and have completed their high school and undergraduate education in another country.

2013-2014 Spring semester Master and Phd degree applications started for the International Students. Applications will be received until January 15, 2014.

Application Documents for Graduate Programs

Email: fenbilimleri@mku.edu.tr

Mailing Address:

Mustafa Kemal University
Science Institute
Tayfur Sokmen Campus
Antakya Hatay Turkey

Application process calender:
06-15th January 2014 : Application
17th January 2014 : Sending acceptance letter to e-mail addresses

20-24th January 2014 : Registration

1. Application form: Click for Application form

2. A confirmed copies of diploma and transcript: Copy of diploma or certificate of graduation with transcript and the Turkish translation. (No translation is needed for diplomas received in Turkey). Phd applicants are required to present copies of their Bsc diplomas too.

3. An exam result of ALES, GRE, USMLE or GMAT (if there is).

4. Foreign Language Exam or Certificate (english, french or german) (55/100 YDS equivalent score is an obligation for accepting to PhD programs) (TOEFL, IELTS, KPDS, ÜDS, TESTDAF, DELF, CEFLE, ZDF etc.). (if there is)

5. Reference letters: Please submit two reference letters (in Turkish or English) obtained from two different instructors from your current or former educational institution.

6. Diploma Equivalency Certificate from Turkish Hihger Education Council: For the programs of the Institute of Health Sciences.

7. Copy of passport: Applicants are required to send a copy of the
passport's page with the photo. It does not have to be approved. The candidates residing in Turkey are required to add the copy of the Residence Permit.

8. Bank receipt for application fee:
Application fee must be paid to the bank account given below, and the receipt must be submitted along with other application documents.

**Bank account number:**

9. Two photographs: Photographs must be taken within the last six months, with a full front view of applicant's face. They must be easily identified, and 4.5x6 cm in size.